
ON THE SEMncONTINUITY OF MINIMAL LOG
                DISCREPANCIES

FLORiN AMgRO*

ABsTRAcT. We $how that the minimal log discrepancy function
of 3-folds and toric varieties is lower semi-continuous. This semi-

continuity property strenghtens the sharp upper bound of minimal
log discrepancies conjectured by V.V. Shokurov.

O. INTRODUCTICN

  The MiRimal Model Program pTedicts that an a}gebraic vafiety cak
be traRsfermed into a minimal medel after a finSte sequence ef surgery
operations (divisorial contractions and flips). Singularities appear nat-

urally in the process, and it is expected that varieties with only log
canonical singularites form the largest class in which the Minimal Model

Program works.
  To any valuation centered on a a variety X with only log canonical
singulairities, one can asseciate a non-negative rational number, called
iog diserepancy. The minimesg gog discrepancy of X in a giveR poillt
is the iniRimRm gf }cg discyepaRcies gf all val"aticxs eenteyed gt ghat
poixt iSh88]. For instance, the miBimal log diserepaRey a(x;X) gf a
variety X in a BoRsinguiEff point x E X coincides with the }og discrep-
ancy of the exceptional locus of the blow-up centered at x, and equals
the codimension of x,
  Discrepancies have been used for instance to ebtain effective bounds
for the generation of adjoint line bundles (cf.[ELM95, Ka97]). They
are related to the factorization of birational maps between Mori fibre
spaces (cÅí[Co991), and a}so to the classification ef diviserial contrac-
tioRs (cÅí[Ka94, Co99, Kl, K2]).
  A baslc pyepei'ty of discrepaxcies is that they increase after each ba-

sic step bf the Minimal Medel Prcgram, th"s the termikatieR of the
Minimal Model Program process in a fiRite nttmber ef steps seems to
rely on certain spectral properties of discrepancies. V.V. Shokurov pro-
posed the following A.C.C. Conjecture, which is proven in codimension
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two [Al93, Sh91], and for r == {O} in the case of toric varieties [Br97]
(see Section 1 for definitions and notations):

Conjecture O.1. [Sh88] Ifr c [O,1] is asubset satisfying the descend-

ing ehain condition, then the set

 A(P,n) :== {a(n; B); (X,B) log vartety, codim(ny,X) == n, bi E r Vj}

satisfces the ascending chain condition.

  An equivalent statement is that A(r,n) is bounded from above and
has no accumulation points from below. The fellowing conjecture,
proven up to codimension three [Mrk96, Ka93] based on the classi-
fication of terminal 3-fold singularities [Rd80, Mr85], proposes a sharp

upper bound:

Conjecture O.2. [Sh88] Let (X,B) be a log variety and letn EX be
a Grothendieck point. Then the following inequality holds:

                     a(n; B) S codim ny.

Moreover, X is nonsingular in n if a(n; B) År codimn - 1.

  Our goal is to strengthen the first part of Conjecture O.2:

Main Theorem 1, Let (X,B) be a log vartety, and letx be a elosed
point on a curve C in X. Assume one of the followz'ng extra assump-
tions is satisfied:

  a) dimXS3, or
  b) X is atorus embedding and B is invariant under the torus action.

Then a(x; B) f{ a(nc; B) + 1,

  We will show that the conclusion of the Main Theorem is equiva-
lent to the lower semi-continuity of minimal log discrepancies of the
points on a given }og variety. Our result does not prove any new case
of Conjecture O.2, but we hope that the lower semi-continuity is the
reason behind the conjectured sharp upper bound. We remark that
the somehow related upper semi-continuity of thresholds in a family of
hypersurfaces has been proved by analytic methods (cf.[DKOO, PSOO]).
  This note is based on IAm99], which we refer to for futher details.

                      1. PRELIMII ARY

  A variety is a reduced irreducible scheme of finite type over a fixed
field k, of characteristic O. An extraction is a proper birational mor-
phism of normal varieties. A log pair (X,B) is a normal variety X
equipped with an R-Weil divisor B such that K + B is R-Cartier.
(X,B) is called a log variety if moreover, B is effective.
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  If (X,B) is a log pair and u : X - X is an extraction, the log
codiscrepancy divisor of (X, B) on X is the unique divisor B on X such

that rd(K+B) = KI +B and B = "-'B on XXExc(u). The identity
B = ÅíE.I(1 -a(E; X, B))E as'sociates to each prime divisor E of X a
real number a(E; X, B), called the log discrepancy of E with respect to
(X, B). The invariant a(E; X, B) depends only on the valuation with
center cx(E) == p(E) defined by E on the field of rational functions of
X. For simplicity, we may write a(E;B) for a(E;X, B).

Definition 1.1. [Sh88] The minimal log discrepancyofalogpair (X,B)
at a proper Grothendieck point ny E X is defined as

               a(n;X,B)= inf a(E;X,B),
                         cx(E)=n
where the infimum is taken after all prime divisors on extractions of X
having n as a center on X. We set by definition a(nx;X,B) = O.

  The log pair (X, B) has only log canonical singularities if a(n; B) ) O

for every proper point n E X.

                2. LOWER SEMI-CONTINUITY
Definition 2.1. Let (X, B) be a log pair. The mld-spectrum of (X, B)
is defined as the set Mld(X,B) := {a(n;B);nE X} c {-oo}UR. We
denote by aO the map X -+ Mld(X;B) (x H a(x; B)), defined on the
closed points of X. The partition of X into the fibers of the map aO is
called the mld-stTatiification of (X, B).

Lemma 2.2. Assume W c X is a closed irreducible subvariety and
(X, B) is a Iog pair with only log canonical singularities at "vv. Then
there entsts an open subsetU ofX such that UnWlÅë and

                a(x; B) = a(nw; B) + dimW

for eve7 y elosed point x E VV n U.

Theorem 2.3. Given a log pair (X,B), the mld-spectrum Mld(X,B)
is a finite set, and the mld-stratifccation is constructible, i.e. all the

fibers of the map aO are constructible sets.

Proposition 2.4. For a log variety (X,B), the following statements
are equivalent:

 (1) Thefunction aO is lower semi-continuous. That is, every closed
    point x E X has a neighborhood x E U {II X such that a(x; B) :=
     infx,Eu a(x'; B).
 (2) a(x; B) Åq- a(nc;B) + 1 for every closed point x on a curve C in

    X.
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Proof. Assume (2) holds, and let x E X be a elosed point. By Theo-
rem 2.3, we may shrink X such that x E C for every irreducible com-
ponent C of the fibers ofthe map aO. For x' ff X, there exists a C such
that x' E C. Since x ff C, we infer that a(x; B) S a(nc;B) +dimnc =
a(x'l B),

  Assgme (l) helds. Let U. be a Relghberhocd of x s:ch that a(x; B) S
G(x';B) fcr a}l x' G If.. TheR {7. fi g c e is ait opeR deRse sllbset.
From Lemma 2.2, there exists some x' E U. fi e such that a(x'; B) ==

a(e; B) +dimC. Therefore a(x; B) Sa(6; B) + dimC. D
Proof of the Main Theorem. (a) If X is a curve or surface, the desired
inequality is easily checked, so let us assume X is a 3-fold. We may
assume a(x;B) År 1, thus (X,B) has only log eanonical singularities.
  Assume first a(nc;B) S 1. From the Log Minimal Model Program
(cf. [Ka921), there exists a erepant extractioR pa:(X,B) -- (X,B)
s"eh that B ls effective akd there exists a prime dlv}ser E eg X w!th
p(E) = C akd a(nE;B) = a(epc;B). Let g be the geRerie pgiRt ef a
curve IR the fiber of rdE : E . C ever x. Then, a(x; B) fE{l a(ny;B) "Åq

a(nE;B) + 1, where the latter inequality hoids by the 2-dimensional

case,
  Assume now a(opc;B) År 1. Then we may assume a(x;B) År 2, thus
X is nonsingular at both x and nc and a(x;B) - (a(nc;B) + 1) =
multc B - mult. B S O,
  (b) Assume X : TN(A) is toric variety and B :::-:- Åí,(l - aiÅrB"s an

invariant diviscr. By definkioR, there exists a piecewise }ikear foym g
oR Nx sgch that g(val) == ai fcr every i, where {vi} are the pyimit3ve
vectors gll the rays of A. We may assume the log variety (X,B) has
only log canonica} singularities, i.e. O S ai S 1 for every i. Then we
have the following formula for the minimal log diserepancies of (X, B)

at the generic points of the orbits:

     aa :== a(n.rb(cr); B) xe inf{g(v);v E rel int(cr) n N}, a E A.

First of all, each strata in the mld-stratification is a union of orbits of

the torus action. This fol}ows from Lemma 2.2 and the transitivity of
the tor"s actioB. Thenit is eRough to eheck that aa + codim(g) f{I a. +

ccdim(7) if 7 is ft face of g, whlch follews from a dlmeftsicR ceggt. B

  Finally, we record for completelless the kxxowll first "gap" iB the
3-dimensional spectrum predicted by the A.C,C. conjecture:

Proposition 2.5. Assume (X,B) is a log vantety of dimension 3 and
letx E X be a closed point. Then the following hold:

  a) a(x; B) År 2 iff.X is nonsingular atx ana a(x; B) == 3-mult.(B).
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  b) a(x; B) =: 2 iff one of the folZowing holds:

       i) X is nonsingular at x and mult.B == 1.
      ii) x Åë Supp(B) andX has a eDVsingulanty at x (cf. [Rd80]?.
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